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To begin, it’s important to note that for this tutorial you’ll need an old computer.. I just burned the
irq_free_list_insert method. You can download this from here. More information on the hardware

setup can be found here. Otherwise, change the driver.Q: How can I wait until all threads are
finished before performing another task in.NET? I am writing a batch script that will run a number
of PowerShell.NET scripts (all in a batch script). Some of the PowerShell scripts make connections
to 3rd party APIs. If a connection fails or times out, the.NET code will have to retry a number of
times (setTimeout). This pattern of execution is a bit like a p-iteration style schedule. Currently, I

have a job that sends off a synchronous, blocking request to each of the scripts. This is a fairly
slow operation, so I was wondering if there was a way to serialize the scripts so that I can have the

job send off the request to the first script, then wait until the script is done before sending the
request to the next script, etc. However, I also want to avoid having the scheduler wait infinitely.
Can someone recommend an approach that would best accomplish this? Here is my current batch
script that will execute all the PowerShell scripts: @Echo OFF SetLocal EnableDelayedExpansion

CALL:Scripts :Scripts IF "%~1"=="" Goto Done SET WORKDIR=%~1 "%~f1" "%~f1" Goto
Scripts :Done EndLocal A: This method uses BackgroundWorker and all 5 approaches seem to

work: The BackgroundWorker control provides simple, standard ways for threads to interact with
the.NET Framework while the app is in foreground. In your case, the easiest way would probably
be the DoWork event handler, in order to invoke a method that will be called in the background

thread. Your DoWork could be something like this: public void bw_DoWork(object sender,
DoWorkEventArgs e) { //Send request to start the scripts execution BackgroundWorker bw =

sender as BackgroundWorker; bw.RunWorkerAsync();
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